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Case#: NU 53074 Date: 05-25-2017
Date received: 2/3/65

Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)

☑ in person  ☐ by telephone  ☐ by mail  ☑ orally  ☐ recording device  ☐ written by informant

Date Dictated: 2/4/65 to say

Date Transcribed: 2/10/65

Date Authenticated by Informant: orally refused to sign

Date(s) of activity: 1/30/65

Brief description of activity or material:

OBTAINING OF DYNAMITE BY KLAN MEMBERS

In event any of information is disseminated in any form outside Bureau, it should be properly paraphrased in order to protect this informant.

1- 170-20A
1- 105-1097 (KKK)
1- 197-2999 (WEAPONS AND EXPLOSIVES)
1- 197-3351 (PAUL COONE)
1- 197-2986 (ARVIS WARNE)
1- 197-LEBOY MC CAIN
1- 197-WATNE PATTERSON
1- 05-3395 (MINUTEMEN)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HERIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 12/21/65 BY SP 067A/04

Block Stamp:
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